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MUSKETEERS BRING HOM.E NIT BA:coN
We're P1·oud Of You Muskies Campus, Fans, City Run Wild In Celebration
"-Yesterday they told you, you would not go far,
.4s X.U. Cops 1st National Tourney For State
And .then you opened, and there yot' are.
Next day on your dressing room they've hung a star,
Let's go on with the show."

The above words from the immortal song, ''There's No
Business Like Show Business," aptly characterize the state of
affairs concerning the activities of the Xavier Musketeers
during the past two weeks. What happened on the campus
during the season is and should be forgotten by this time.
Xavier students and fans alike demonstrated this by their
loyalty both in making the trip to New York and by according
the team the rousing and spirited welcome they richly deserved. It was their way of saying, "Mac and Muskies-We're
sorry." We can't think of a more fitting method of apologizing.
Unfortunately there are some people who can't seem to realize
that this is not an act of hypocrisy on the part of both fans
and students alike. Few people will quickly and sincerely
admit that they have made a mistake. Even fewer will admit
publicly that they have been in error. None will disagree,
however, that when the apology came, it really came with the
utmost sincerity, and with no restrictions attached. This is
probably the best point to end the whole affair and as the
songs says, "-go on with the show."
Another important thing that each and everyone of us
must remember is the words of Fr. Ratterman at last Sunday's
celebration. Fr. Ratterman said, "-we must also learn to be
GOOD WINNERS." Pride can be and has been the downfall
of many men and nations. We must realize what a large job
lies ahead of both the Xavier Athletic teams and the Xavier
Men. The repµtation which an outstanding Catholic Man and
twelve equally outstanding students built for us and set before
the nation as a model of Xavie,r's spirit is going to be very
difficult to maintain. We must realize that this is only a start
toward a very high goal. We must also realize that hard work,
determination, and a spirit of "never quit" made this dream
of many a reality. We have been given the opportunity. We
have been shown the way. We must get the job done.
An example of the frustration which we of Xavier must
face, as we work toward the goal of making Xavier number
one in everything, we might gaze about fifty miles in a northerly direction to the home of the Dayton Flyers. There lies a
team within which is embodied the essence of frustration. Five
times they have stepped to the door only to have it slammed
shut in their faces. Through it all, however, they still keep
trying. It seems most unfortunate that when they have once
again climbed that hard rocky road' to the second highest rung
of the ladder, they exhibit just a small excess of confidence
which plays .no small factor in their lack of perfect success.
This we may hold as just another reason for being good.:.
humble winners. While we're on the victory subject we might,
during.the forthcoming final week of Lent, perform some extra
sacrifices in thanksgiving for the victory. We might also offer
our prayers for the repose of the souls of two great Musketeer
rooters, Fr. Buckman and Earl Loftus. These two men couldn't
be with us Sunday to celebrate Xavier's Finest Hour in Sports.
They will both be sorely missed.

by Don Fenton
A friend of ours had reason to make several phone calls
t? the Xavier University campus on Saturday. Each and every
time he made the calls, there was a difference in the response
he received. These replies expressed the great and longing
anticipation which those associated with the University felt,
moved right along through the trying time of the actual championship game, and covered the climax, resulting in the first
Ohio team ever to win a post-season basketball tourney. At
about 9 p.m., our friend made his final call to the campus, and
still got, "We did it! We did it! We ..... "
Such was the turmoil at Xavier
on Saturday, March 22, 1958. But. preparations for a general celeit was only a prelude of things bration for having been invited.
to come. On Sunday, the toasts The big hope was that Xavier's
of the town were scheduled to Muskies would be able to hold
return to their own stomping on and top Bradley, thus avenggrounds, and hurriedly, plans ing what had gone down in the
were finished. We must say fin- Muskie annals as "the black day"
ished, because like so many of the long history of Xavier.
others who were a little skeptical
The game itself needs little reabout saying that we would do counting. The 78-74 victory was
it, a group of outstanding seniors indeed well battled by both
led by Austin Luckett, and coun- teams. Little can be said of the
cil leader Bill 'Sena, had begun NIT's most valuable player, Hank

Stein, which hasn't already been
stated. Not enough credit, not
enough praise, and not enough
words can be written for this
great ball player, but it must be
said that he had a fine team to
go with his talents. Let's take a
real quick look at that team.
Frank Tartaron, who unfortunately missed the big doings Sunday, did a great defensive job on
UD's Jack McCarthy in the second half. Rich Piontek cleared
both boards in great fashion.
Ducky Castelle's floor play was
outshone only by Stein's shooting. Joe Viviana's leadership was
evident in· most of the second
half, especially in the last six
minutes of the tilt, when he also
was high on those boards. In all
fairness, let's not overlook the
fine job done by Dayton's club,
including Frank Case, McCarthy,
(Continued on Page 6)
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Hilton Hosts Marx Debate T oumament
March 28-29 Set Dates For Third Annual
National Invitational Debate Tournament

by Wayne Fehr
Some of the best college debaters in the country are here
in Cincinnati this weekend for the 3rd Annual Robert S. Marx
National Invitational Debate Tournament. Six rounds of debate
are scheduled for today and Saturday, March 28 and 29, at the
Netherland-Hilton Hotel. The eight teams with the best record
will then enter the elimination rounds. Saturday afternoon,
followed by the final debate at the Awards Banquet Saturday
evening.
The N.I.T. of debating began in
1956, through the generosity of union as a condition of emploJ·
Judge Robert S. Marx, a well- ment should be illegal." This
known Cincinnati attorney. Since topic concerns the famous "right·
then it has gained a nation-wide to-work" laws now being proreputation for high-caliber com- posed In Ohio and other states.
petition. The list of schools at- Eighteen states now have 1Ucb
tending this 3rd annual "N.I.D.T." laws on the books, making the
shows a wide geographical dis- union shop Illegal. The question
tribution. The tournament was ls highly controvenlal, with
won two years ago by Augustana many proponents on both sides.
Each school in the Marx TourCollege, and last year by Fordham University. Both these nament is represented by a twoschools are here again this year man team prepared to debate
to contest the trophy with the either side of the complex topic.
These teams meet one another in
other challengers.
The debaten are ar1uln1 this four rounds today and two more
y e a r ' s national lntereollestate Saturday morning. In a typical
topic, "Resolved: that the reqalre- debate each of the four partici·
(Continued on Pqe 10)
ment of membenblp In a labor

XAVl-ER SORROWED BY DEATH
The President's Office announces
that Tues., Apr. 8 will be a holiday to honor the N.l.T. Champs.

Pbllop Pru. llm Wisp

Only one note of sadness pervaded Xavier's jubilant
victory in the N.l.T. last Saturday. It was the death of the Rev.
Joseph S. Buckman, S.J., treasurer of the University. Fr.
Buckman suffered a· stroke as he watched the Musketeers
whip the Dayton Flyers in the finals of the National Invitational Tournament.
·Father was enjoying the game
in the recreation room of Hinkle
Hall when he was stricken. After
emergen<:y treatment by the Life
Squad, the 54-year-old Jesuit was
rushed to Good Samaritan Hospital. He passed away at 9:00 p.m.
after doctors had administered
oxygen and had performed an
emergency trachetomy.
His death seems a bit ironical
since he was former team chap·
lain for the football and basket·
ball squads; and he died watebln1
his boys win the N.l.T. championship.
Uniontown, K e n t u c k y was
Father's home before entering the
So~iety. He was ordained June 24,
1937, at St. Mary's College, Kansas, after he had obtained an A.B.
Rev. losepb 8. Buckman, 8.J. from St. Louis University.

~GE
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XU News Editorials

OBITER DICTA

Anotlier Hit For Players

By Dan Bmla

In the midst of all the NIT tension and celebration one
might think that the efforts of Xavier's Masque Society might
have been overlooked. Nothing could be more distant from the
truth. The three weekend sessions of "Tiger at the Gates" were
quite well attended. Those who were fortunate enough to be
able to get seats for either Friday or Saturday's performances
will quite readily admit that the efforts of the actors were
most entertaining. It is also our opinion that it was the acting
of each and every member of the cast which was primarily
responsible for making the play the success that it was.
Once again the students of this university demonstrated
t~a~ they are interested in good theater and good acting. In a
s1m1lar matter the members of the Masque Society lived up
to the confidence the students and their supporters placed in
them by giving a very good performance. Another factor which
must be considered in evaluating the efforts of this group
especially if ·a comparison is made between the first play
which the group gave this season, "The Taming of the Shrew"
and "Tiger at the Gates," is the quality difference between the
two plays. It was in this respect that the members of Mr.
Kvapil's ensemble really showed their true colors. They gave
a performance which certainly was flattering to the play. They
carried the play; the play didn't have to carry them.

r---_-- ---- ---- •

Welcome
. Last week we had the privilege of printing a letter submitted by Mr. Dan Brislane. We will be given an opportunity
this weekend to publicly answer Dan by means of our support
of :inot~er ~IT Tourney. The. Philopedian D~bating Society,
which is actmg as host of this National Invitational Debate
Tournament, cordially extends to all Xavier students an invitation to listen to a discussion of the "pros and cons" of the
timely subject of labor relations. Those who attend may be
pleasantly surprised as well as informed.

All-Catlwlic For Sure
. It ~s always difficult to keep a topic such as a champion-

ship victory to a minimum. Realizing this, we would like
to make a remark or two concerning the second annual AllCatholic All American poll conducted by The News. We are
all by this time quite well aware that our team is the finest.
We are equally well aware that one of the members of that
champion~hip team deserves a place on the first All-Catholic
All American team. Mr. Adams, o~r sports editor, thought it
necessary, however, to keep the entire contest on a level plane
so he. awarded th.e places exactly as the poll indicated. This
cer.tamly shows him to be a man of integrity. It is most interesting, however, to note that some of the finest players in
Xavier history ~eren't a.ble t? poll enough votes for·a starting
berth. Once agam, even m this respect, the Musketeers proved
themselves a champion and some of them showed that they
wer~ All-Americans. All of these incidents prove almost conclusively how erroneous untried public opinion can be.
FUTURE REPORT

Here at Xavier the word "convocation" usually means the
"mandatory sacrifice" of fifty minutes. But this past Wednesday, a convocation featured one of the truly great men in the
world today. Dr. Thomas Dooley addressed and inspired sever~) hundred students with his story of life in Asia. It was,
without a doubt, the. finest c.~mvocation held this year, and
perhaps the greatest m the history of convocations. Because
of the publication date of The News a complete story will be
featured in the next issue.
'

..........................................................................................................................._

STAGEL/GHTS
by Stafford P. Mooney

.........w.hi·i;"ih;..x·~~i·;;·Iio;~;;dt;;ii;;~;;·;·;..ci·;iiih"ii;;g"N;;·:y~;k
cro~ds and covering themselves with considerable glory the
Xavier M~squers, under the able direction of Otto K~apil
were keepmg pace locally with a pleasing adaptation of Jea~
Giraudoux's "Tiger at the Gates."

"Tiger" is certainly not a production to be attempted by
amateur-minded performers· for
while it contains many m~dern
allusions and cliches, it still
maintains its dassical !form
throughout. The large cast headed
by Tony Schmidt not only
achieved this balance but also
kept Giraudoux's amazing satire
at the forefront.
Tony Schmidt as Hector was
very instrumental in welding
together the two different factors of the play; namely, · the
pro-war and anti war elements.
Schmidt's performance was very
smooth and convincing. His wife
A?dromache, P.layed by Joyce
Kmdt and sister Cassandra,
played by Kay Steelman, lent
good support.
As the war-loving poet-statesman Demokos, Tom Eckstein was
ma~velous. In both a comic and
serio~s manner Ec~stein showed
the mane war attitude of the
Trojans. Priam the. King as
played b~ ~· Paul P1lder and a
Mathema~ic1.an, played by Reynold Fru1tkm added support for
the war advocates.
The center of the struggle,
Paris and Helen, were ably por-

------.------trayed :by Brian .Bremner and
Pat Weichman. This team represented the . indifferent element
whose self mterest comes before
the welfare of a nation.
As the crude and lusty Greeks,
to whom war was neither a
tragic cause nor a national duty
but rather a blood-thirsty occupation were, Jerry Simon and
Harold McBrayer, taking the
parts of Ajax and Ulysses respectively. Simon revealed very
well the barharic character of
Aja~, while McBrayer showed
Special mention should be
the reasonable nature of Ulysses.
given to Ruth Schulte as Hecuba,
Bob Simpson, who did a swell
comic role as Troilus, the "ado-lescent" and James Dusablon as
the "all seeing" sailor.
No mention of this production
would be complete without complimenting the fine set designed
by Frank McCormick. It created
the classical mood and emphasized the inevitable struggle.
C?ngratulations to the Masque
Society for a job well done and
for setting a high standard at
Xavier for Theatrical productions.
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The author of this column hereby takes a long sweeping
bow to the basketball team; to each member of that team·
and to the great ~an who p~otted the .course throughout th~
season and who climaxed this year's directorship in the New
York Tournament.
The daily paper without the
funny page, the New York Times,
gave considerable lineage to the
final championship game but sent
its reporter home before the
sounding of the final buzzer. The
Sunday edition gives the usual
lucid Times account of the event
up to the overtime, mentions the
fact that the game went into an
overtime, and stops there. Evidently the editor had expected a
contest of normal length and
when it was time to run the
presses, run he did. Then again,
a harried reporter, perhaps a native Ohioan, may not have had
a dime or a convenient carrier
pigeon necessary to bring the
final chapter of his coverage to
the pressroom.
There is an amazing characteristic of the rather stoic New York
paper's account of the game. A
quality which Cincinnati morning
paper enthusiasts are rarely sub, jected to. The complete account
could be understood. One could
actually read a by-lined sports
story and finishing, have a clear
idea of exactly what had taken
place. In a morning edit.ion such
journalism is indeed rare. It is,
in fact, above the vocation of the·
fourth estate. A sports account
becomes more than a dated event
when it is treated in such· a manner, i.e., comprehensively, it becomes a piece of literature. Such
gems should be carefully clipped,
mounted on a solid gold, better
yet uranium, plaque and preserved in some hallowed place.
Perhaps the only interesting
thing that happened in the one
three hour journalism c 1 ass ,
which this writer permitted himself to· be talked into, was the
lecture on sportswriting. The professor, an embittered mid-western
free-lance writer himself, quoted
Stanley Walker, author of "City
Editor," in his double classification of sports writers. The first
group is the "Gee Whiz" school
who believes children are born
6 feet 9 inches tall, wear gym
shoe booties, and whose first

words are "Atta boy, Joe!" The
second is the "Aw Nuts" school
who actually hate sports and suspect Pee-Wee League players of
taking bribes from the opposing
team's sponsoring butcher. Examples of both types are abundant but the latter group is the
harder to digest.
Both groups have the common
failing of trying . to coin fanciful
words which more often than not
give the reader cranial vibrations
trying to decipher their meanings.
H. L. Mencken in The American Language: Supplement II,
gives 57 examples of such slang,
while the more ambitious Howard
N. Rose, in his A Thesaurus of
Slang, finds 11 pages with cryptic
key-words of the sports world.
The ledure continued to show
how this practice of using "lush
and luxuriant disquisitions on
sports" is dying out and examples
of the terms which at one time
were commonly seen on the
sports page were given. Common
to baseba~l games, for instance,
were such words and phrases as
"hind snatcher, maggot, can o'
corn" and equally amusing but
vague references. The student
was informed that professional
sports writers still use special
language but that they now use
discretion and discrimination in
its exercise.
Further, it was noted, the
sports reporter may comment, in
fact he is expected to do so, but
he "avoids writing dematory
statements" because he knows the
importance of this right of "fair
comment." At least one student
from that class soon di-scovered
examples which would indicate
that his notebook dogma is apocryphal.
One writer's accounts of the
NIT ganies and xavler's part
therein stands sorely out from
all others. The author Is more
than a member of the "Aw Nuts"
elan: he Is the self-appointed
spokesman for the Xavier student body, for Clnelnnatl sports
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Sy1nphony Preview
By Bill Dllque
Today marks the seventeenth
coneert of the season whleh
leaves only three more concerts
to go until the season Is finished.
Since there will be no paper next
week, I will only. mention the
fact that the noted violinist,
Nathan Milstein, will be here.
The Friday afternoon eoncert will
be changed to Thunday afternoon due to Good Friday.
This week's soloist, who will
be making her first appearance
here in Cincinnati, is a very
young woman pianist, Vera Franceschi. Miss Franceschi graduated
~rom the Santa Cecilia Academy
m Rome at the age of thirteenthe youngest age that anyone has
graduated in the history of that
conservatory. From this same
conservatory, she received the
Doctor of Music degree-ibeing
the first American to do so
there. Among the eminent pianists that she has studied with are
Robert Casadesus and Marcel
Ciampi. The New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra, the.
Chicago Symphony, and the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra
are ·among the various orchestras
that she has played with. For
her performance here, Vera
Franceschi will play Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart's "Concerto in
D Minor for Piano and Orchestra,
K. 466."
Thor Johnson will lead the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
in two orchestral works. "Sinfonia Breve" by Ernest Bloch
will receive its first performance
here at these concerts. This closing work to be performed will
be Johannes Brahms "Symphony
No. l."
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Viviano MVP Of Year; 1958 News All-Catholic All-American
Joe, Hank Voted Captain
Two Individuals from the same
. elt1 and areh-rlval schools will
climax their scholastic da1s In
a partnership. These Individuals
wlll captain the 1958-59 basketball team. The1 are Joe Viviano
and Hank Stein.
A basket for two points Is
never shunned but the free throw
stlll 1lltters. For X, when the
chips were down, Hank made
them. He received the Best Free
Throw Shooter Award.
Joe Viviano, recipient of the
Best Rebounder Award, walked
off with the Most Valuable Player Award. This award Is 1iven
to the player who rallies not
only himself but the rest of the
team as well. He ls the one who
comes up with that timely re·
bound, Important shot and that
well executed pass. Joe Viviano
fllled these qualifications.

ALEX "Boo" ELLIS

ELGIN SAYLOR

N1agara

S'eattle

Co-Capt. Joe Viviano

SOUTH HALL
QUARTERBACK

JIM Mc CAFFERTY

Xavi~r

By Ed Adams,
News Sports Editor
Campus of Champs-March 28, 1958. What words can one
to describe the greatest achievement in Xavier sports
history? Every moment of the Musketeers' fantastic sweep
through the hearts of American fandom has passed from
mouth to mouth, has flipped from page to page. What phrase
of praise in basketball lingo has not yet patted the Coach of
the Champs and the Champs themselves on each and every
back?
·
The Muskies assembled the sports story of the year. A
cabbie in Gotham believed it. He hopped from his hack Sunday
morning with pencil in hand to catch an autograph from a
champ. His drifting cab nearly ran over the "coib," but he
didn't care. He wanted the signature of just one of the champs.
The airline hostess believed it, too. She fondled the cup
of the Most Valuable, passed it from passenger to passenger,
read the names of Mikan, Gola, Macaulay, Dukes, Tyra and
Stokes, and imagined the addition of Stein to Henry's silver
hatpiece.
Add the plane's pilot who dipped over the Campus of
Champs and the bespectacled gentleman on the aisle, too, who
found the hoopla tedious.
Add the bartenders of Manhattan whose counters toasted
the arrival Saturday eve of a champ who'd won the "Bawlgame at the Gaden."
The sports story of the year was what the Muskies,
assembled with sweltering hand, with a motto of "guts," with
shotmaking, determination and shrewd coaching.
* * • * *
Her tears told the tale, the girl in Red and Blue who stood
on the floor and bawled, whose cheers in vain had spurred
the Dayton cause. She cried in sorrow at breaths drawn in
disgust. The story, she thought, had ended wrong. The score;
the game were torturous to remember, aut would live with
her forever.
No ·best-seller ever told our tale. For no best-seller would
sell a book if written as the story of Xavier success. The
climax was all too .sudden. Hardly did it rhyme with what
preceded, the 15-11, the episodes of humiliation.
This ending was incredible. No reader too . naive could
believe the outcome. No reader except the kindly master of
the Musketeers whose quiet tones got so much out of his kids.
He believed the tale would end that way, and the way it
ended was the way he knew it would, not could or even
should, but would.
.
Big Rich and Joe and Stu believed the story as it enfolded,
but had to tell themselves to fall asleep at night. For the
morning might find this dream-come-true a dream untrue.
People by Saturday were gawking at the Musketeers as
they soared down the street to the Garden, bags with the
XAVIER on one side, the X.U. on the other in hand. Soared
was the word for the Musketeer walk all week long.
Bradley Coach Orsborn saw them ambling on air over the
sidewalks of SOth Street, he said. He knew then that not even
dancing around the ceremonial fire would pep up his papoose·
like Braves.
Determination was the binding on the book. It held the
contents, win, win, win, win, together and made the story
easy reading. The Muskies and their achievements were the
pages. And the name on the cover was James J. McCafferty,
author of the work.
What words can one use to describe the greatest achievement in Xavier sports history? I can't say a word that hasn't
been said. I can't add a word to the tale Mr. McCafferty has
authored.
u~e
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Saluting The Muskies
MUSKETEER
OF THE WEEK

Co-Capt. Hank Stein
Hitting on his amazingly accu·
rate outside Jump shot and dem·
onstratln&' unique ball bandlln&
sklll, Xavier guard Hank Sieln
cakewalked to the tltle of Most
Valuable Player of tbe 1958 Na·
tlonal Invitational Tournament.
The sole unanimous selection
on the All·Toumey Team. Stein
avera1ed over ZO tallies per pme
on the Garden floor. In a week
of tremendous Individual efforts,
tbe 6·2 redhead stood out u the
Zllt NIT'• outataad•nr easer.

Salutes are in order to each of the Musketeers for return·
ing from New York as Champions of the National Invitational
Tournament.
Hank Stein
A salute to Hank Stein, the
crew-cut carrot-top whose per·
sonal destruction of the Dayton
Flyers in the overtime session of
the tourney finals was an unfor·
gettable demonstration of skill.
New York fans left the Garden
shaking their heads that a co11ege
player could be so deadly accu·
rate. Hank, the Most Valuable,
was a star in every game.
Tony Olberding
A salU:te to Tony Olberding,
the a m a t e u r bench-warmer
turned professional rebounder. A
hustling exemplification of the
Musketeer spirit and drive was
the 6·5 native of Price Hill. Tony
Olberding climaxed his career in
a blaze of honor. He ended his
tenure at Xavier not as a fill-in
but as a most necessary part of
the starting five.
Joe Viviano
A salute to Joe Viviano, a
player whom Eastern cage experts were forced to admit was
vastly under-rated. Joe unlocked
the door to the Hall of Champions
by virtue of his personal revival
of the Muskies against Niagara.
He grabbed the Blue by the hand
and led them up the first step to
the throne, bringing to bear the
same steadying influence as he

had throughout the regular season.
Frank Tartaron
A salute to our retiring Captain, Francis Xavier Tartaron.
Tar's inspiration and tapered
elbows led the determined Muskies to victory against St. Bonaventure and Dayton. Tar never
tried harder than in those final
days in a Musketeer uniform.
Rieb Piontek
A salute to Rich Piontek, un·
doubtedly the defensive standout
of the tourney. The 6·8 Bethel
grad, both In blocking shots and
cleaning the boards, spearheaded
a hard-working Xavier defense.
Ducky Castelle
A salute to Ducky Castelle, the
ball-handling whiz whose driving
helped waylay Niagara and whose
crucial jump-shooting h e 1 p e d
waylay everyone. He and Stein
form the perfect backcourt combo.
Of Castelle, Bradley guard Chuck
Sedgwick said, "He may not
shoot so much, but the way he
sets up Stein is terrific."
The Bench
A salute to the bench, Stu
Courchaine, Ricky Jannott, Al
Gundrum, Jim Dentinger, Jim
Puthoff and Bill Middendorf.
They held up the cloud the
starters floated on.
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ELGIN BAYLOR NAMED TOP CATHOLIC CAGER
McCafferty Is
Voted Coach
Of The Year
by Ed Adams,
News Sports Editor
The greatest coaching job of
the year was performed by that
mammoth inhabitant of the lower
confines of Schmidt Memorial
Fieldhouse, Mr. James J. McCafferty.
Big Jim, mixing his own blend
of integrity and subtle inspiration with the spirit and basketball ability of his Musketeer
cagers, brought home to Xavier
the title "Champs of the National
Invitational Tournament."
Opposing coaches at the tourney sat in amazement at the
offensive variety the Mccafferty
charges exhibited. One and all
they praised the precision of the
Muskies.
Top Offense
The mentors of Niagara, Bradley, St. Bonaventure and Dayton
were unanimous in .their selection of the McCafferty system of
offense as the reason for their
defeats. One coach claimed, "that
Xavier club is the best drilled
college team I've ever seen."
Last May 8 was date of Big
Jim's arrival from the Southland.
In less than a year he has
accomplished a feat no other
coach in the history of Xavier
basketball can match. He has
All·America11 Tom Hawkins Of Notre Dame
Jim McCafferty, Catholic Coach Of The Year
led Xavier to the top of the
ramp of national basketball
prominence. In finishing the
season with the NIT first-place
cup in one hand, with the
tourney's most valuable player
in his lap and with a 19-11 mark
at the top of his record, a mark
The more than 70 Catholic college sports editors across which only two other clubs in
For our forward wall, America's 78 Catholic sports editors
the country have named Tom Hawkins of Notre Dame, Elgin the history of Xavier have selected the trio of Elgin Baylor of Seattle, Alex "Boo" Ellis
Baylor of Seattle, Alex Ellis of Niagara, and Mike Farmer and topped, Jim McCafferty made of Niagara and Mike Farmer of San Francisco.
Lumped together, the towering - - - . - . - - - - - - - - Gene Brown of San Francisco on the second annual Xavier Xavier the number one basketthree average 6-6 inches in . In guiding Seattle to t.he NCAA
ball school in the country.
News All-Catholic All-American.
height and represent a terrific fmals, Bayl?r won for himself the
Gentleman Of Year
In picking these five collegiate
tournaments Most Valuable Pl~ycage greats on the first team, scheme of success. Mated with
Jim Mccafferty - you're the store of rebounding power.
Baylor, Oscar Robertson's sea- er award. He .has been a flr~t
the experts left us to match Tom performers the like of Bill Rus- All-Catholic All-American Coach
Hawkins wih S.F.'s Gene Brown sel, K. C. Jones and Mike Farmer, of the Year for the 1957·58 sea- son combatant for national scor- team_ ~ll-Amer1can two years m
Brown helped weld the Dons son. What's more, you're the All· Ing honors, was the poll's top succession.
at the guard slots.
At one forward the scribes have
Hawkins, in leading Notre into perennially high-rated quin- Catholic All-American Gentle· point-getter, besting his nearest
rival Tom Hawkins of Notre picked Niagara's all-time scorer,
man of the Year, too.
Dame to a 24-5 season, scored a tets.
Dam~ by a wide margin.
Alex "Boo" Ellis. The form~r
terrific 25.2 points per game. His
1957-58 XAVIER NEWS ALL-CATHOLIC ALL·AMERICAN
Hamilton, Ohio star, a thorn m
average of 17 rebounds a contest First Teamthe Xavier side in the NIT's iniindicated his value to the Irish
Elgin Baylor, 6-6, Junior ........................................ Seattle Chieftains
tial round where he tallied an
umler the boards.
Tom Hawkins, 6-5, Junior .................................... Notre Dame Irish
amazing 41 points and constantly
McGuire Compliments
Mike Farmer, 6-7, Senior .................................... San .Francisco Dons
kept his drooping Eagles in the
Alex Ellis, 6-5, Senior ....... ...... ................ ..................... Niagara Eagles
"I would say that he is the
ballgame, was the nation's top
Gene Brown, 6-2, Senior .................................... San Francisco Dons
finest player our team met this
rebounder with twenty a game.
year," is the praise heaped on Second TeamBucketwise, Ellis was no slouch
Joe Viviano, 6-5, Junior .......................................... Xavier Musketeers
the Chicago Junior by North
either, contributing 24 tallies a
Jim Cunningham, 6-3, Senior .................................... Fordham Rams
Carolina coach, Frank McGuire.
contest to the Niagara cause that
Jim Smith, 6-6, Senior ...................................................... Steubenville
Navy mentor Ben Carnevale
went 19-7 for the year. His coach,
Hank Morano, 6-2, Junior .................................... St. Peter's Peacocks
adds, "Tom is a great shooter,
a genial Irishman, "Taps" GalDon Lane, 6-0, Senior .................................................... Dayton Flyers
a fine jumper and rebounder.
lagher, rates "Boo" the greatest
Definitely All-American caliber."
player he's ever had in his tenure
Hawkins tallied 516 points as
at Niagara.
a sophomore last year to set a
He's the all-time star on Montnew school record and broke
The 6-6 Seattle University jun- earle Ridge where the Flemings,
that mark this year wirth 730
ior has managed an average of Costelios, Hoxfes, Sinicolas and
points. His season's point high
by Hap O'Daniel
30 points or more in both his var- Hemans' wrote the records Ellis
was 43 against the Air Force
Players who could be reached Monday night gave their sity seasons. Coast fans rate the broke.
Academy, but he registered in views of the New York trip and the homecoming. Interviewed great Baylor superior to UC's
The third member of the forthe thirties on four other occa- were Hank Stein, Joe Viviano, Jim Dentinger, Rich Piontek, Oscar.
ward
wall on our 1958 All-Cathsions. Needed-only 84 points to and Ducky Castelle.
With one more full season of olic All-American is San Franset a new Notre Dame career
competition remaining, Elgin is
How does it feel to play in unity and desire." Viviano: "The being tempted to turn pro, where cisco's 6-7 forward Mike Farmer.
scoring record.
Madison Square Garden-is there shots finally started falling for
Mentioned on numerous Allhe is certain to gain fame no less
Brown At Guard
any extra pressure? Piontek: "It's us."
Americans,
Farmer mated with
momentous than that he has alPaired with Hawkins in the just like anywhere else-you feel
guard
Gene
Brown to carry on
Bow did you spend the time; ready achieved.
back court is one of the two San it when you're on the bench, but
the traditions of roundball sucFrancisco contributions to this once you get in there, there's no anythlnl' outstandlnl' that you year it was just the opposite." cess that former S.F. stars, Bill
list of Catholic greats, 6-2 Don extra pressure.'' Dentinger: "It remember? Piontek: "Seeing first- Stein: "Winning made it a lot Russell and K. C. Jones to name
gives you more ambition. It was run shows; the St. Patrick's Day more enjoyable.'' Viviano: "Since a few, helped mold.
guard Gene Brown.
a
big thrill for me.'' Viviano, parade." Dentinl'er: "Going to last year was the first time for
Gene, a magician with a basFarmer is noted more for bis
Stein
and Castelle all said they the Stork Club." Castelle, Vivi- me, it was a bigger thrill; that is,
ketball, is noted for his excepdefensive
and reboundlnr skills
ano
and
Stein
all
named
going
tional dribbling. He has a fine felt little or no pressure.
until we won the Bradley game. than for his offensive prowess,
to
shows
as
their
leisure
occupaWhat was the key to the team's
change of pace and a jump shot
That was the big one."
although he owns a l'OOd jump
sudden success? Piontek: "More tion.
woi~th 15 points a game.
What did you think about the shot and a hook that is spun off
teamwork.'' Dentinrer: "TeamBow did tbls year's trip com· reception? Stein: "It was really with either hand.
Don Great
work. Also, Tartaron deserves a pare with last year's? Dentln1er: great." Viviano: "The greatest
Mike, a senior, was tutored deBrown, a member of several lot of credit; he really came "The difference was in student thing I've ever seen in my life."
by Boston Celtic pro
fensively
All-American teams, was an through in' that final game." Ca· attitude. Last year it was at its Cutelle: "What made it so great
important cog for the past three telle: "More faith in themselves peak when we left and slackened was the size of the crowd. We and former Don, Bill Russell, to
whom Farmer played the role of
years in the San Francisco and a lot of hustle." Stein: "Team off after the Bradley game. This never expected that much."
understudy.

Scribes Vote Hawkins,
Brown At Guard Posts

"Garden No Different," Say
Rich, Joe, Henry And Ducky
1

Baylor, Ellis, Farmer
Choices For Front Lines
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Co1111olly Hints
'A1·t DelCoule To
:Switclt To Center
!

I

Leather starts smacking leather
. on or about April 9, football
: coach Mick Connolly disclosed
in an interview Monday. With 20
sessions to be completed within
36 calendar days, Coach Connolly
declared that 110 sessions would
be wasted on indoor practices;
· rain would cancel a practice,
since ·all work will be outside
this year.
Fundamentals will be stressed,
with the emphasis on contact
work. "We're going to hit from
the first day," stated Connolly.
"Lack of depth kept us from contact the last two years; this year
we have enough depth in the
line, and although the backfield
is still shallow, ·we'll take the
gamble and hope for the best."
No definite position changes
are planned. Connolly hopes for
the upcoming freshmen to develop and the returnees to be
versatile in order to increase the
depth. Art DelConte and Joe
Schroeder will both work at cen. ter. Individual competition for
'positions should be keen, since
. Connolly .. has declared all slots
,open.
t
No new innovations are planned
jfor the offense; Connolly intends
to "work on our strong point~
and
increase our running game
1
1so we won't have to take to the
lair so much in delicate situaltions."
1
High spot of the drills will be
·the intrasquad game May 10. "

l

Tennis Anyone?
All tennis candidates should
contact Coach Bob Massman
either today if possible or immediately upon returning from
rEaster vacation. There will be a
meeting in his office Tuesday,
April 1 at 3:30. The team's first match will be April 19.

NIT Notes
Husky Tony Olberding developed in the twilight of his
cage career into one of the roughest rebounders around. Th~
"Big 0" throughout the tourney swabbed the boards with at
least the efficiency of any Ellis, McMillon, or Arlen Bockhorn
that the Musketeers encountered.

* * * * *
Corny Freeman must have made a whale of an impression
on New York roundball clientele last year. A score of fans,
recalling Freeman as a Soph in 1956-57, inquired about the
6-5 jumper.
* * ·* * *
The Muskies were overshadowed in the New York press
by St. John's surprising rise to the semi-finals. Column space
was devoted quite naturally to the achievements of the local
Redmen in preference to "Little Xavier of Ohio."

* * "' * *

Bookies, rating the NIT battles, awarded the Muskies a
handy psychological advantage before every game. The dopesters pegged X as underdogs against all four foes, Niagara,
Bradley, St. Bonaventure and Dayton.

* * * * *

Evidence of how badly the Musketeers "wanted" the Bradley game-Coaches McCafferty and Ruberg sitting in the Victoria Hotel lobby Monday night to count heads on the 10:30
p.m. curfew checked in nine Musketeers by 10:25. Jim and
Rube waited impatiently 20 minutes more for the supposedly
tardy trio. At 10:45 the doubting duo called the wanderer's
rooms, only to awake them from pleasant dreams of, as one
gal said, "That sweet Barney Cable."

* * * * *

The Musketeers shot with fantastic accuracy, falling not
once below the 50% mark. Witness the 50% against Niagara,
53% against Bradley, 50% against the Boonies and 53% against
Dayton in the championship contest.
·
•* * * * *
St. John's coach Joe Lapchick provided one of the nicest
compliments of the tourney. Speaking of Jim McCafferty,
Lapchick said, "If I tried to teach my kids three offenses like
he has, they wouldn't remember one."

••coat" It. H•tlll"ID , ......... ,.,..,,.,., HM ....................,.

It was sad...
when that great ship went down and the
last thing to leave the sinking ship was
a bottle or Coca-Cola. That's because all
hands stuck to Coke to the end. Now there's
popularity! That's the kind of loyalty
the sparkling lift, the good taste of Coke
engenders. Man the lifeboats, have a Coke!

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

* * * * "'

Stu Courchaine claims to be the only native of Kimberly,
Wisconsin ever to play in the NIT. This was Stu's third straight
National Invitational, ranking he, Frank Tartaron and Tony
Olberding among the rare few who've participated in three
NIT'S.
I . :
~t~[I!

Bottled under authority of The Coca·Cola Company by

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

A new idea in smoking ...

Salem refreshes your taste,1

• menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste
• most modern filter

Smoking was never like this before! Salem refreshes your taste just as a glorious
Spring morning refreshes you. To rich tobacco taste, Salem adds a surprise softness
that gives smoking new ease and comfort. Yes, through Salem's pure-white, modern
filter flows the freshest taste in cigarettes. Smoke refreshed • • • smoke Salem!

Take a Puff... It's Springtime
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direct him over the campus. I
got to put on the earphones and
later, over the airport, I could
hear them saying that we couldn't
every game next year."
couldn't believe it. It was even land unless something could be
better than the reception given done about the crowd, and then
Coach Ruberg:
deciding to tow us in when we
"Really appreciated the wel- the Sun Bowl champs in 1950. If landed so nobody would get
come. I never experienced any- the Red.s had won the World hurt."
Publicity Director Bob Coates:
"I am indeed happy that so
many thousands of people could
join in the triumphant celebration of the Xavier Musketeers,
Ohio's first national basketball
champion. It is also gratifying
. that so many people could share
in Xavier's finest hour of athletic
accomplishment. For a crowd that
big, there was no mass hysteria;
orderly, courteous, congratulatory conduct prevailed."
Business Manager Bob Massman:
"If we had won both the NCAA
and the NIT the turnout couldn't
have been better. It's the greatest
thing that ever happened to this
school. Everybody is especially
happy for Big Jim and that's the
important thing."
Coach Mccafferty
Coach Ruberg
"The trip went off without a
thing like it. It was sensational, Series it couldn't have matched hitch, despite the difficult arand the boys deserved every bit this. I've lived in Cincinnati all rangements that had to be made.
of it."
my life and never before saw On the way up, American Airlines presented us with a cake
anything
like it."
Trainer Ray Baldwin:
reading: 'Good Luck, Xavier; Win
"When we came in over Cin- the NIT.'"
"The most tremendous thing
I've ever experienced-I just cinnati the pilot asked me to
"The players were exception-

How Did Y ouLike The Welcome?
Coach MeCafferty:
"We were naturally very happy
to receive such a tremendous welcome. We had heard we were
going to have one but We never
expected such a big affair."
"We had a real nice trip and
were well received in New York.
I thought the New York press
gave us terrific coverage."
"We must have received between seven and eight hundred
wires and letters-some from as
far away as Florida, Denver,
Midland, Texas; and New Orleans
(Loyola's basketball team sent a
wire). I got wires from people
I worked in the steel mills and
oil fields with, from people I
graduated high school with, and
from my first high school coach."
"While in New York I spoke
at the Sports Broadcasters Association dinner and the Sportswriters Association dinner."
"If snowballing helped us win
the NIT, we'll have some artificial snowballs made and have
you throw them at us before

Victory
(Continued from Page 1)
Don Lane, and the Bockhorns. We
can't feel sorry enough for Tom
Blackburn, to make the trip on
eight occasions, reach the finals
on five, and still come out second
best. It's ironic in a way, perhaps
some sort of poetic justice, that
all the experts in the round ball
circles were high on everyone
else, but Xavier walked off with
the pie. Look what happened to
UC, UD, the Royals, St. X., and
the Middies . . . all failed. But
the team that couldn't do it, DID.
That is perhaps the biggest
reason of all why literally thousands of fans turned out at the
Greater Cincinnati Airport to
greet the Muskies. As one of th::!
seniors later put it, "What a place
to sell throat lozenges." Throughout the entire proceedings, both
at the airport and back on campus, the Muskies exhibited the
humility and sincerity of the true
champions that they are. Joe Viviana best summed up the reason
that the team won it all by saying, "We couldn't let Big Jim
down." Hank Stein expressed his
thanks for the fine turn-out,
aided by a beautiful day, rare
indeed for Cincinnati weather,
and also expressed his opinion on
next year's team, promising the
fans another good year, with
their help. With all the glory, the
Muskies never forgot that He was
responsible for it all, and made
their first stop at the campus
shrine for a moment of thanksgiving.
Then across campus, where
they were greeted by more wellwishers, WCPO-TV had had its
cameras trained on the scene
since noori, and fans began piling
from their cars at the same time.
Parking was no real problem, but
it would have been a miracle to
get any car not bearing an XU
dignitary through Winding Way.
The first car to arrive carried
Jim Puthoff, Rick Jannot, Bill
Middendorf, Jim Dentinger, and
Tony Olberding. Then followed
the car bearing Ducky Castelle,
Al Gundrum, Stu Courchaine,
and Rich Piontek. Later followed
Joe Viviano flanked by cheerleaders, and last to arrive was
the hero, Hank Stein. Coach McCafferty and his right hand, arm,
and shoulder, Don Ruberg, had
come in the back way, so that
they would not detract from the
glory to the boys.

After several antonyms had been
given for the word "jubliant" in
the sixth-grade spelling hour, one
little boy added: "Oh, I know
what you mean now-it's like
jubliant delinquency."
(The Reader's Dlpst)
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YoUll be sittin' on top ofthe world when you change to DM

B11•ri11'1
P•1r•••r
The Drug Store Closest To
Xavier Universit11
1811 1'1oDtlODlll'J' Road
MEirose 1·1708

ally well behaved;, they were
champions off the court as well
as on. Total strangers compli·
mented us on that. The boys were
serious about it; a winning atti·
tude was prevalent throughout."
"The impression Coach McCafferty made on the New York
press and the people in Madison
Square Garden was really outstanding.''

full rich taste of the Southland's finest cigarette tobaccos. The pat.ent.ed
Miracle Tip is pure white inside, pure white outside, as a filt.er
should be for cleaner, better smoking.
c1111L1GuTra11ya1 TolAccu eo.
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DOWN FRONT
By Jim \Vlsrs

The Heidelberg Club seems to have sponsored the presentation at the Hyde Park Art theatre this last week; The Last
Bridge, with Maria Schell, was quite a multi-lingual offering,
and quite worth the attending. Included in the dialogue, which
was mostly German, was a bit of English, a smidgin of Turkish,

and a bit of one or more of those
almost numberless Slavic dialects,
mainly Serb. The story, which
presents a most sensitive and
realistic portrayal of a young
German woman-docto1·, is hin·
dered to a large extent by the
periodic intrusion of the Germanic version of the Greek
chorus, a honey-voiced cross between Mein Grossvater and the
announcer on The Hour of St.
Francis, who explains in staggering detail the smallest nuances
of symbolism and plot and thereby removes any necessity for the
audience to think for itself. Also,
although perhaps enough has
been said about this, the sub·
titles vary from minimal to ludicrnusly misleading; those with a
smattering of German will do
well to glance at the subtitles to
get the gist of the dialogue and
then translate the accompanying
German.
.

The movie, shortly, is the story
of a young German woman who
is kidnapped by Yugoslav partisans because she is a doctor and
they need her for their wounded.
As she lives with them and sees
their people, their land, their
loves and hates, she gradually
seeks less and less to escape, devoting herself entirely to earing
for the suffering people she en·
counters. As an Interesting side
note, one sees here the beginnings of the Communist party in
Yugoslavia; the partisans wear
the red star which then symbolized freedom to them, as the
storm trooper and swastika symbolized murder and oppression.
Same poison, different label.

··
any drama review column without a word for the members of
the X.U. Players, whose presentation of "Tiger at the Gates"
was the best bit of drama presented on this campus in my
memory. Certainly it' would be
possible to criticize occasional interpretation, this or that bit of
acting, or even the play itself;
but this I am unwilling to do, for
it would merely be picking flaws
and finding fault for the sake of
criticism. Rather, I think that the
play as interp1·eted by Mr. Kvapil
and presented by the students
was highly rewarding and an
excellent job, as all who attended
will agree; the criticism can
well wait for later when the
group is well established and
supported as it should be on a
liberal arts campus. After all, it
is hardly reasonable for a starving man to complain because the
meat offered to him is not filet
mignon, is it't

Perhaps the European realism
does not come into play more
vividly than in the combat scenes
in the movies, where the confusion, the disorganized and inefficient though none the less fearful carnage .of war, gouges its
way across the screen through
the eye of a camera temporarily
·shell-shocked. For those who are
accustomed to the carelesslyplanned and w e 11 - e x e c u t e d
(though fictional) battle scenes
of the American movies, it may come as a surprise to see eighty
. men blazing away at each other,
often with little more than ~en
feet of thoroughly open ground
between them, and missing almost
all 'the time; I speak of the scene
where the partisans are caught
in the middle of a suspended
bridge hanging eight feet ·above
a narrow stream at its lowest
point by a German platoon in
four motor ·boats. The confusion, ·
with guns jamming incessantly
and men dropping their weapons
out of tired hands, with grenades
going off haphazardly, is really
fearful; and to those who visualize modern warfare as something
that is conducted at a polite distance, this scene would be a revelation.

This sort of realism is most rewarding; the movie treats the
intensest drama with the same
offhand shallowness that a easual
observer would, exeept that there
is that small toueb of import
added by the accompan1lng
actions of the ebaracters which
makes you think twice, and feel
deeply. If, at the end of this
movie, one does not· feel the
futility of war, the eoun1e or
the men on both sides, the powerful loves and damning bates of
both . combatants and elvlllans,
then one bas simply not been
looking, ll1tenln1, or thinking.
It would be imJ>rope1· to close

{~:~writer•;ales an4
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Standards and Portable1
BJ week or month
STUDENT SPECIAL
Typewriter, elean, oU, adJut
and ribbon - $1 .50
Call PArlnra1 1-5012

Central Typewriter Co.
644 Main Street

Two Mighty Good Men To Know
20 Years Experience
MUFFLERS
I RAKES
INSTALLED FREE
RELINED
CAR-LIFE
GUARANnE

$17.50
AND UP

MUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE MAN
3858 l\'lontgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
Dual Exhaust Systems - Sold Installed
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''A co"1pany that plans far ahead gives
me the chance to work out my future''
"Plea;ing design is no accident," says 32-year-old TV.
set designer Richard Montmeat. "It takes creative
planning. At General Electric, we're constantly de''eloping new product designs - including some for
products which won't be on the market for several
years. Ever since joining General Electric, I've had
the opportunity and challenge of working toward the
designs of the future. As I see it, a company which
plans ahead gives me the chance to work out my own
future, too."
The creative accomplishments of Richard Montmeat have already brought him widespread recognition. He was awarded design patents in 1950 and
1955; he won the Industrial Designers Institute
Award in 1955; and his design for the 1958 General
Electric 17-inch po1·table television receiver was se-

lected for showing in an int,emational design exposition in Milan, Italy.
Progress in pleasing design - making appliances
more enjoyable to own and use - is an important
factor in our nation's growing use of electricity and
in our constantly rising level of living. Planning now
to satisfy future customers is important not only to
the continued growth of the electrical industry, but to
individual progress as well. Opportunity for longrange planning is part of the climate for self-develop.
ment which is provided for General Electric's more
than 29,000 college-graduate employees.

~,,. /$
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GENERAL
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What does this fruit have to do with this cigarette filter?

THE VICEROY FILTER IS MADE
.FROM A. PURE,· NATURAL·
MATERIAL FOUND IN ALL FRUIT-·
-and it gives you Maximum Filtration
for the Smoothest Smokel
• From the same soft, pure material found in the rich pulp of
nature's healthful fruits, modern filter scientists have created the
greatest cigarette filter ever designed ... the Viceroy filter . For the
Viceroy filter gives you the maximitni ~ltration for the smoothest
smoke of. any cigarette. l\1ore taste, too ... the pure, natural taste
of rich, mellow tobaccos. Yes, Viceroy gives you more of what you
change to a filter for!
New crush•proof
fllp•open box or
famous famlllar ·pack.

•.

•
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The Night Side of The News
Happiness Via Truth
bJ Jim Vorwoldt

Battlefields from the age of Thothmes III to the atomic
warfare of today testify to the patriotic efforts of man; however, there are no battlefields that testify to the inner conflicts
of man as he selects the right from the wrong.·Though a man
may appear to be upright and honest, in outward manifestations, he can also be a cheat or a thief. Individual integrity is
a major factor in our everyday life under the American democratic society; without it we would be living in a chaotic state
comparable to the transgressions and horrors of Buchenwald.
This integrity of the whole person is an obligatory goal of
all men. We can't be free unless we know the truth, and truth
is coexistent with probity. Once w.e find the truth we can start
to find true happiness. Since the one perfect truth is God, we
must seek Him to know truth; therefore, to follqw the truth
we must be honest with our country, ourselves, and with God.
If we seek, find, and follow God, we will lead truthfully happy
lives. f\.n honest_ man is a happy man in union with God.
"The measure of life is not length, but honesty"-Lyly.

Sid Austin Qualifies
For Most Active Role
by· Donald F. Kramer
Elementary German, The Old
Testament, The Family, Metaphysics, Philosophy of Nature
add to a total of thirteen credit
hours. To this, add the six semester hour course of Student Teachln1 and your srand total ls nineteen semester hours! Such ls the
schedule of an EC student. Bis
name? Sidney Earl Austin. His
a1e? Twenty-five~ Bis social status? Recently married.

us, Sid, and we don't see how
you can miss fulfilling your
ambitions, barring any unforseen
difficulties, and we sincerely
hope that they come. true.

.

Ed. Note: Because of Xavier's
N.l.T. win, other news copy was
limited. Evening College features
will be run Apr. 18.

Attention Seniors
Mr. F'·ellinger, Registra1·, issued
a reminder this week that all
Seniors planning to graduate in
June must make formal application in the Registrar's office
before A:pril 1. No student will
receive a degree unless he fulfills this requirement.
He also noted that a previous
filing does not ·satisfy this requirement. If, for example, a
student made application last
semester, but failed to graduate,
he must file again.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIII

APRIL 3 is the deadline for
applications to The College
Survey, Box 625, Charlottesville, Va. $2 fee will be returned if no assurance of
summer employment is received from their placement
office. Guidance in camp, resort, maritime, and government.

WHAT;::,; AFRIEND,
YOU,
(

...

OING TO EUROPE •.
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Sid Aus&ln
Mr. Austin, commonly known
as Sid, is ·a native of Covin~ton,
Ky. He is a graduate of Holmes
High, class of '50. After his tour
of duty· in the armed servke, he
enrolled · at the University of
Kentucky. For three years he
pursued a program in education,
maintaining a quality point average of 3.25.
As if nineteen semester hours
isn't enough academjc work, he
teaches full time at Lloyd High,
Erlanger, Ky. His courses of
instruction include chemistry,
physics, general science, and
- American history. In addition he
is the Junior Class sponsor, the
Student Council and Science
Club advisor. He ''fills in" the
only evening of the week that
he doesn't attend school with
choir practice.
Sid's wife, ·Mary Frances, is in
a similar situation. She is a full
time student who also manages
to work t.wenty-four hours a
week. Both Sid and his wife
find an occasional movie and
visitin·g friends their chief source
of enter.tainment, aside from
obviously enjoying their quite
active academic lives.
Upon graduation, a year hence,
Sid plans to begin work on his
master's de1ree, and he hopes
eventually to attain a doctorate
in education.
We're 1lad to have you with

u.or1111u1

Brief Chief

EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
A Few Blocks North
Of The Donm
Bachelor Semce
Fluff DrJ Bundlet
4 HOUR SERVICE

3832 MONTGOMERY BD.
2 Minutes Prom X.'tler

<One Block South of Dua)
JEffenon 1-9111

Too Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

WOodburn 1-2474

FFFFFFFFFFEEEEEE.

BON VOYAGE presents? You might give a
substantial checking account in the Left
Bank of Paris. A deck of cards for playing
London Bridge. Or walking shoes in which
to Rome· Italy. Better yet, give Luckiesand make your present a Partin' Carton!
A Lucky, after all, is the best-tasting cigarette anywhere. In Paris you hear, "Un
Luckee? C'est merveilleux ! " (That's
French!) Roughly translated, it means: it's
all fine, light, good-fasting tobacco, toasted
to taste even better. (That's advertising!)
Just light up a Lucky and see for yourself!
(Now, that's smart!)

Pace Ace

WHAT IS A SHEEP'S "HELLO"?

JOYCE IASCH.
rlNN. STATE

~
4\..~

Stuck for dough?

WALTER LEYLAND,
WILLIAN AND llARY

IO. .Oll WAlllJlll.t,

ITALIAN AND AMERICAN
FOOD

3616 l\lontgomer7 Road

•

WHAT IS A LONG·DISTANCE
WALKING CHAMPION?

WHAT IS A TEN·OAY DICTATOR?

LAUNDRY

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

EST PRESENT

WHO~ G

THE SHIRT

Bleating Greeting

START
STICKLING! MAKE s2s

We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we
print-and for hundreds more that
never get used! So start Sticklingthey're so easy you can think of dozel18
in seconds! Sticklers are simple riddle.J
with two-word rhyming answers.
Both words must have the same number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.)
Send 'em all with your
name, address, college
and claBS to HappyJoe-Lucky, Box 67A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

WHAT IS A MODEST MISTAKE?

ANNE LUBELL.
BROOKLYN COLLEGE

Humble Bumble

WHAT IS AN ADROIT FISHERMAN?

w1LL1A11 w1LL1A11s.
YOUNGSTOWN U.

Master Ca1ter

WHAT IS A MOTHER WHO
SPARES THE ROD?

DONNA SHU.
IUFFALO STATE TEACHUS

LIGHT UPA 'tig!Jl SMOKE-LIGHT UPA WCKYI
.

.........

,

Produd of cle~ c?'~-~;, nr •itldl1 na,,.,"
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Xavier Welcomes These Teams To Tourna1nent Debate
Augustana College
Bellarmine College
Brandeis University
Butler University

Case Institute of Technology Holy Cross College
King's College
University of Cincinnati
University of Kentucky
Dartmouth University
Kent State University
Fordham University

Ma.rx Invitational.
(Continued from Page 1)

Debaters Fehr
pants gives a ten-minute "constructive speech," alternating affirmative and negative. After a
brief intermission the debate coneludes with four five-minute rebuttals, alternating negative and
affirmative. One or more qualified judges then decide which
team has done the better debating. In the Marx Tournament
three judges are used for each
of the preliminary six rounds,
and more than three for the elimination rounds.
The quarter-finals and semifinals will be held Saturday
afternoon, narrowing the field to

and Brislane
planned the many details of the
Marx Tournament, with the assistance of the Philops' President,
James Wiggs. Members of the
Philopedian Society are acting as

Loyola University (Chicago)
Western Michigan College

University of Pittsburgh
United States Military Acad.

chairmen for the debates, introducing the speakers. Young ladies
from the two neighboring women's colleges, Our Lady of Cincinnati and Mount Saint Joseph,
are serving as timekeepers.
Xavier's representatives in the
tournament are Wayne L. Fehr
and Daniel V. Brislane, officers
of the Philopedian Society. Both
are juniors in the Honors Bachelor of Arts program, and have
represented Xavier at a number
of other tournaments this year.
All the debates today and Saturday are open to the public, free
of charge. They are being held
in the meeting rooms of the Netherland-Hilton Hotel. Tickets to
the banquet Saturday evening are
$5.00, and may be purchased
from any member of the Philopedian Society. Anyone interested
in the "right-to-work" laws is
encouraged to attend some of the
debates. The Marx Tournament
provides the opportunity to hear
some excellent debating, as well
as some thoughtful arguments,
pro and con, on the "right-towork" laws.

Where there's a Man. ••
there's a Marlboro

Rev. Vincent Horrigan, S.J.
only two schools. The final debate, the climax of the tournament, will take place at the banquet Saturday evening in the
Netherland-Hilton's Pavillion Caprice. Judge Robert S. Marx will
present the awards to the winning debaters. The first-place
school will receive a large trophy,
the coach a cash award of $50,
and the winning debaters desk
pen sets. A second-place trophy
and engraved plaques for the
runners-up will also be awarded.
Semi-finalists will receive consolation trophies and individual
gold-filled keys. All trophies
carry the golden figure of Lincoln as a model for debaters.
Several social events have been
planned for the time between debates, to make the visitors' stay
in the Queen City more pleasant.
Debaters and coaches arriving
Thursday evening were given
tickets for the new Cinerama production, "Search for Paradise,"
playing at the Capitol Theater.
After the last round this afternoon, chartered buses will take
tournament participants on a
tour of Cincinnati's seven hills,
ending at the Xavier University
campus. A reception and buffet
supper will follow in the Blue
Room of the Union Building. And
Saturday evening the tournament
will be concluded with the final
banquet at the Netherland-Hilton
Hotel.
Rev. Vincent C. Horrigan, S.J.,
moderator of Xavier's Philopedian Debating Society, has

Mild-burning Marlboro combines a prized
recipe (created in Richmond, Virginia)
A long white ash means
good tobacco and a mild
smoke.

of the world's great tobaccos with a
cellulose acetate filter of consistent
dependability. You get big friendly flavor
.

.

with all the mildness a man could ask for.
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The "filter flower" of cellulose acetate (modern effective filter material) in
just one Marlboro Selec-

Marlboro Marlboro'

trate Filter.

YOU GET A LOT TO LIKE-FILTER. FLAVOR. FLIP-TOP BOX

StunJie&I bot of nll-
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